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Detection of Invalid Test Scores: The Usefulness
of Simple Nonparametric Statistics
Jorge N. Tendeiro and Rob R. Meijer
University of Groningen
In recent guidelines for fair educational testing it is advised to check the validity
of individual test scores through the use of person-fit statistics. For practitioners it
is unclear on the basis of the existing literature which statistic to use. An overview
of relatively simple existing nonparametric approaches to identify atypical response
patterns is provided. A simulation study was conducted to compare the different
approaches and on the basis of the literature review and the simulation study guide-
lines for the use of person-fit approaches are given.
When a person is taking an examination or test, total (transformed) test scores are
reported to provide information about an examinee’s proficiency level. Total scores,
may, however, give a false impression of the test taker’s proficiency level. In general,
test takers may produce invalid test scores due to item preknowledge or item score
copying (Belov & Armstrong, 2010; Meijer & Sijtsma, 2001), but they may also pro-
duce invalid test scores due to misinterpretation of test questions, or guessing most
answers to the test. Large differences between total test scores from repeat test tak-
ers or groups of test takers may also point at cheating behavior. Because test results
have often far reaching consequences for individuals, test scores should routinely
be checked on their validity. There is indeed a trend that large testing companies are
starting to monitor scale scores via different types of quality control tools, time series
techniques, and person-fit scores (Tendeiro & Meijer, 2012). In recent guidelines for
the reporting of test scores (e.g., International Testing Committee, 2014) it is recom-
mended that test results should be monitored routinely through statistical techniques
for detecting invalid test scores. Also, Olson and Fremer (2013) published a report
for the Council of Chief State School Officers in which they advocated using, besides
other methods, person-fit statistics to detect irregularities in test behavior. However,
these reports contain no specific guidelines advising which statistic or method to use.
The methodological contribution of this study consists of a thorough comparison
of the power of different person-fit indices to detect invalid test scores under sev-
eral testing conditions. On the basis of this simulation study indices that can be used
best in practice will be selected. Some recently proposed indices based on detecting
strings of item scores will be incorporated, as well as more traditional methods that
are sensitive to reversals to the perfect Guttman pattern that were not used in earlier
studies. From the existing literature it cannot be deduced how these different non-
parametric statistics perform in realistically simulated test data. We hope to make a
significant contribution to the literature concerned with monitoring the quality of test
scores.
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In this study the focus is on simple statistical techniques that can be used to in-
vestigate the fit of an item score pattern to the majority of item score patterns in
the sample. These statistics are often referred to as group-based or nonparametric
person-fit indices. The advantage of these statistics is that they are based on ob-
served item scores and total scores, and do not require estimation of parameters as in
parametric IRT models. Although there have been several person-fit review studies
(e.g., Karabatsos, 2003; Meijer & Sijtsma, 2001), these studies do not incorporate
recent developments in this area and from these studies it is unclear for practitioners
which indices can best be used to detect test irregularities or invalid test scores. This
study may serve as a guideline for practical data forensics using person-fit statistics.
The purpose of this study is to provide the reader an overview of some traditional and
recently proposed nonparametric fit indices based on different types of residual anal-
yses between observed and expected item scores and to further refine nonparametric
person-fit methodology. A comparison with a popular parametric index (l∗z ; Snijders,
2001) is also performed to better contextualize the performance of the nonparamet-
ric fit indices. This study has two main goals: (1) to provide an up-to-date overview
of nonparametric person-fit research and (2) to provide practitioners with practical
guidelines that may help choosing the best analytical approach possible, within the
limits of the results obtained from our simulation study. The second goal is especially
relevant for empirical applications because literature that discusses nonparametric
person-fit indices taking into account various relevant research factors (e.g., test
length, item discrimination, type of aberrant behavior, proportion of items and/or re-
spondents providing atypical answers) is surprisingly scarce, as discussed in the next
section.
It should be emphasized that the nonparametric person-fit indices discussed in
this study are general indices that are not specifically aimed at detecting cheating.
Instead, they are useful to detect unexpected score patterns due to one of a possi-
bly wide range of aberrant answering behaviors. Thus, the most important appli-
cation of individual person-fit indices is to check the interpretability of an exam-
inee’s proficiency level. If an examinee has an atypical person-fit score, the item
score pattern cannot be described through the chosen statistical model and, con-
sequently, it is very difficult to compare examinee’s test scores with other test
scores in the sample. Moreover, person-fit scores may help interpreting the type
of aberrant behavior that originated the atypical item score pattern. Such analyses
should always be complemented with other sources of information (e.g., seating
charts, video surveillance, or follow-up interviews) because it is possible that dif-
ferent types of aberrant behavior lead to similar manifestations of unexpected score
patterns.
This article is organized as follows. First, an overview of existing nonparametric
person-fit indices is given. Second, the design of our simulation study is discussed
in relation to previous findings in the literature. Third, the details of our simulation
study are explained, and the major findings from the simulation study are presented.
Fourth, the relative effectiveness of nonparametric indices is discussed, as well as a
comparison with a popular parametric index.
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Guttman Model Indices
We did not select all indices proposed in the literature, but selected indices
on the basis of earlier review studies (Meijer & Sijtsma, 2001). The focus was
given to indices that previous studies have shown to perform relatively well (e.g.,
Armstrong & Shi, 2009b; Karabatsos, 2003; Meijer, 1994; Meijer, Muijtjens, & van
der Vleuten, 1996; Rudner, 1983), but for which a more thorough performance anal-
ysis and relative comparison is still lacking in the literature.
Let Xi denote the random variable consisting of the score on a dichotomous item i
(i = 1, . . . , I). The observed score of person n (n = 1, . . . , N) on item i, that is, a real-
ization of random variable Xi, will be denoted by xni. The item’s proportion-correct
score, also known as the item’s difficulty or p-value, is the proportion of persons who
answered the item correctly and is denoted by Pi (i = 1, . . . , I). The p-value of item i
is defined by Pi =
∫
θ
Pi (θ) f (θ)dθ, where f(θ) is the density of ability θ in the popula-
tion. Pi can be estimated by the sample’s proportion-correct, which is denoted by pi.
Without loss of generality, and unless stated otherwise, it is assumed that the items
are ordered in increasing order of difficulty, that is, p1  p2  ··· pI. This simplifies
the presentation of the computational formulas for most person-fit indices that will
be discussed. Respondent n’s response vector and total score will be denoted by xn =
(xn1, xn2, . . . , xnI) and sn, respectively. The probability of answering item i correctly,
conditional on total score, that is, Prob(Xi = 1|S = s) is denoted by pi (s). Further-
more, let p = (p1, p2, . . . , pI) denote the vector of proportions-correct in the sample.
Sato (1975) proposed the caution index C given by
Cn = 1 − Cov(xn, p)Cov(x∗n, p)
, (1)
where x∗n is the so-called Guttman vector containing correct answers for the sn easiest
items (i.e., with the largest p-values) only. C is zero for Guttman vectors and its
value tends to increase for response vectors that depart from the group’s answering
pattern, hence warning the researcher to be cautious about interpreting such item
scores. Harnisch and Linn (1981) proposed a modified version of the caution index











where x′n is the reversed Guttman vector containing correct answers for the sn hardest
items (i.e., with the smallest p-values) only. C∗ is sensitive to the so-called Guttman
errors. A Guttman error is a pair of scores (0, 1), where the 0-score pertains to the
easiest item and the 1-score pertains to the hardest item. C∗ ranges between 0 (perfect
Guttman vector) and 1 (reversed Guttman vector).
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Van der Flier (1980; see also Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1982; Meijer, 1994) proposed
the (normed) number of Guttman errors as a person-fit index, denoted U1. The nor-
malization is done against the maximum number of Guttman errors given the respon-
dent’s total score sn. The formula is given by
U1n =
∑I
i< j (1 − xni )xnj
(I − sn)sn .
Van der Flier (1980, 1982; see also Emons, Meijer, & Sijtsma, 2002) yet proposed







where f (xn) denotes the summation
∑I
i=1 xni log( pi1−pi ). Expressions for the ex-
pected value and variance of U3 were also given by van der Flier (1980, 1982).
These formulas are expected to hold under somewhat imprecise conditions (1982,
pp. 295–296). However, Emons et al. (2002) showed that the standardized U3 index
does seem to be problematic because its empirical distribution often deviates from
the theoretical one. Similarly to the C index, both the U1 and the U3 indices are
sensitive to Guttman errors (ranging between 0 for perfect Guttman vectors and 1 for
reversed Guttman vectors).
A different type of index was introduced by Sijtsma (1986; see also Sijtsma &
Meijer, 1992). Sijtsma observed that Mokken (1971) had already introduced an index
Hi that allowed assessing the scalability of an item to the Guttman (1944, 1950)
model. Sijtsma (1986) used the same index applied to the transposed data in order to
come up with an index that could detect respondents that would not comply with the
Guttman model. Assume, without loss of generality, that the rows of the data matrix
are ordered to increasing order of total score sn (n = 1, . . . , N). The index formula is
H Tn =
∑
n =m (tnm − tntm)∑
n>m (tm − tntm) +
∑
n<m (tn − tntm)
,
with tn = sn/I , tm = sm/I , and tnm is the proportion of items answered correctly by
both respondents n and m (Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, p. 57). This index is equivalent
to the ratio Cov(xn, r(n))/Covmax(xn, r(n)), where r(n) is the vector of total item scores
computed excluding respondent n, and the denominator is the maximum covariance
given the marginal. Hence, H Tn is actually similar to Sato’s C equation (1). H Tn is
maximum 1 when tnm = tn (n < m) and tnm = tm (n > m); this means that no respon-
dent with a total score smaller/larger than tn can answer an item correctly/incorrectly
that respondent n has answered incorrectly/correctly, respectively. H Tn equals zero
when the average covariance of the response pattern of respondent n with the other
response patterns equals zero. Index HT was shown to perform relatively well in sev-
eral simulation studies (Karabatsos, 2003; Sijtsma, 1986; Sijtsma & Meijer, 1992).
Van der Flier (1980, 1982) presented an index referred to as the probability of
exceedance (PE); see Tendeiro and Meijer (2013) for recent developments of this
index. The PE of the observed response vector xn is determined as the sum of the
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probabilities of all response vectors which are, at most, as likely as xn , conditional




Prob (X = y|sn) , (2)
where the probability that random vector X equals the observed response vector y =
(y1,y2, . . . ,yI) is defined by
Prob(X = y) =
I∏
i=1
pyii (1 − pi )1−yi ,
and the summation in (2) extends to all response vectors y with total score sn veri-
fying Prob(y)  Prob(xn). Response vector xn is considered nonfitting when its PE
is smaller than a specified level, either predetermined by the researcher or estimated
using data calibration or resampling procedures. The PE index is sensitive to de-
viances to the performance of the group of respondents as indicated by the estimated
p-values. In other words, xn is considered aberrant when it does not closely match
the expected score pattern that is suggested by the population’s p-values. The PE
index is especially suited to tests of short or moderated length. In fact, the exact
computation of the PE for tests with more than 20 items is unfeasible in practice,
because its computation requires a complete enumeration of all response patterns
with the same length and total-correct score as the response pattern under inspec-
tion. The number of such responses patterns increases quickly with I (it is equal to
( I
sn
)). This was one of the motivations that led van der Flier to develop the U3 index
as an alternative (Meijer & Sijtsma, 1995; van der Flier, 1980, 1982). One alternative
to avoid this problem consists of using bootstrapping to estimate suitable sampling
distributions. Tendeiro and Meijer (2013) also discuss the possibility of using some
asymptotic distribution for this purpose, but the results found up to now were not
encouraging.
Emons, Sijtsma, and Meijer (2005) proposed a comprehensive methodology for
person-fit analysis in the context of nonparametric item response theory. The method-
ology (a) included van der Flier’s (1982) global person-fit index U3 to make the
binary decision about fit or misfit of a person’s item-score vector, (b) used kernel
smoothing to estimate the person-response function for the misfitting item-score vec-
tors, and (c) evaluated unexpected trends in the person-response function using a new
local person-fit index.
CUSUM-Based Indices
A family of person-fit indices of a completely different nature is based on cu-
mulative sum (CUSUM) procedures; see Page (1954), van Krimpen-Stoop and
Meijer (2000, 2001), Armstrong and Shi (2009a,b), Tendeiro and Meijer (2012), and
Tendeiro, Meijer, Schakel, and Maij-de Meij (2013). CUSUM procedures originally
arose from the statistical process control field, which covers a range of statistical pro-
cedures which allow to control and monitor different types of production processes.
A CUSUM (Page, 1954) is a chart which allows following a production process in
real time. The process accumulates information observed in prior measurements and
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has the ability of detecting a shift in the production process (i.e., an anomaly) at
early stages. A CUSUM is characterized by control limits; these can be lower and/or
upper limits, according to the nature of the CUSUM (e.g., one- or two-sided). Once
a shift in measurements is big enough and the chart line crosses a control limit an
alarm signal is given. At this point production stops, the source of the problem is
identified, the problem is eliminated, and afterwards productions is resumed with a
reset CUSUM chart.
Some researchers conceived applying the CUSUM technique on the detection of
aberrant behavior in the context of educational and psychological testing using item
response theory modeling (Bradlow, Weiss, & Cho, 1998; van Krimpen-Stoop &
Meijer, 2000, 2001). Researchers anticipated that CUSUMs might be especially sen-
sitive to local sequences of aberrant item scores. This type of aberrant behavior is
typically not the main concern of the person-fit indices available in the literature,
which therefore gives CUSUMs a special role in the person-fit field. The importance
of detecting local aberrant behavior is important in many practical situations. For ex-
ample, respondents with warm-up problems tend to fail more items at the beginning
of the test than on other sections. In this case it would be useful to detect a possibly
strange score pattern among the first items. Likewise, respondents who invest too
much time in order to excel on each and every item might run out of time, and as
a consequence might be forced to guess the answer to the last items of the test. In
this case, the aberrant behavior is restrained only to the end of the test. CUSUMs are
ideal to detect these, and other similar, types of aberrant behavior, as shown in some
simulation studies (see Armstrong & Shi, 2009a,b; Tendeiro & Meijer, 2012).
Most research in education and psychology that uses CUSUM procedures is based
on parametric item response theory (e.g., Armstrong & Shi, 2009a; Bradlow et al.,
1998; Meijer & van Krimpen-Stoop, 2010; Tendeiro & Meijer, 2012; van Krimpen-
Stoop & Meijer, 2000, 2001). The only article, to our knowledge, that discusses
CUSUM methods nonparametrically is Armstrong and Shi (2009b). In this article
the van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer (2001) approach was adapted to the nonparamet-
ric field as follows. Let C L and CU denote the lower and upper CUSUM indices,
respectively. Lower CUSUMs are typically sensitive to aberrant behavior pertaining
to an underperformance of some kind; we shall refer to such type of aberrant behav-
ior as spuriously low responding (Rupp, 2013). Upper CUSUMs, on the other hand,
are typically sensitive to aberrant behavior that reveals an overperformance of some
kind; we shall refer to this type of aberrant behavior as spuriously high responding
(Rupp, 2013). Start by initializing the CUSUM statistics: C L0 = CU0 = 0. After ad-
ministration of item i (i = 1, . . . , I) the CUSUM statistics are iteratively updated as
follows:
C Li = min
{





0, CUi−1 + Ti
}
,
where C L and CU are then given by C LI and CUI , respectively. The increment Ti
is equal to (Xi − Prob(Xi = 1|S = s)), hence it is conditional on the total correct
score. Ti is a measure of the difference between the observed and expected score on
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item i, conditional on the respondent’s total score. Ti is negative (at least nonposi-
tive) whenever an item is answered incorrectly and is positive (at least nonnegative)
whenever an item is answered correctly.
A succession of items answered incorrectly will lead to a succession of negative
increments Ti , which are accumulated by C L . In case the lower CUSUM decreases
below some control limit (to be estimated; Hawkins & Olwell, 1998) the respon-
dent is flagged as having responded spuriously low. Observe that the upper CUSUM
CU is unable to detect this aberrant behavior because it is bounded below by zero.
A succession of items answered correctly, on the other hand, will lead to a succes-
sion of positive CUSUM increments, which are accounted for by CU . In case the
upper CUSUM increases above some control limit (to be estimated) the respondent
is flagged as having responded spuriously high. In this case the lower CUSUM C L
is unable to detect such a respondent because it is bounded above by zero. Summa-
rizing, C L is tailored to detecting local spuriously low responding whereas CU is
tailored to detecting local spuriously high responding.
The control limits are estimated such that false positives (i.e., falsely detecting in-
consistent behavior) are limited by a preselected level α. A common approach is to
estimate the control limits using calibration data sets (e.g., Tendeiro & Meijer, 2012).
Calibration data sets may be computed from data simulated using the estimated IRT
parameters from the real data set. This should only be attempted in case it is believed
that the sample parameter estimates were not overly affected by the presence of atyp-
ical scores in the data. Alternatively, scores from previous test administrations may
be used instead.
It is possible to devise a two-sided CUSUM that is not compromised uniquely to
spuriously low or spuriously high responding (Armstrong & Shi, 2009a,b). This in-
dex is particularly useful when the researcher is not interested on any type of aberrant









, i = 1, . . . , I,
C LU = CUmax − CLmin.
In this case aberrant response behavior (both spuriously low or high responding) is
reflected in an increase of C LU , hence an upper control limit must be estimated in
order to come up with a decision rule.
Armstrong and Shi (2009b) proposed an alternative increment statistic Ti to both
the lower and the upper CUSUMs (i = 1, . . . ,I). Let pLi (s) and pUi (s) denote alterna-
tive conditional probabilities that need to be specified by the researcher and that try
to estimate the real probability of answering item i correctly under some “aberrant”
type of response behavior. The increments statistics Ti are given by
Ti = ln pi (s)
xi [1 − pi (s)]1−xi
pLi (s)xi
[





1 − pUi (s)
]1−xi




Increments Ti are defined as log-likelihood ratios. The numerator (resp. denomina-
tor) of Ti for the lower (resp. upper) CUSUM is the likelihood of item i’s score based
on the subsample of respondents with the same total score as the respondent under in-
vestigation. This likelihood gives a measure of “normal” behavior. The denominator
(resp. numerator) of Ti for the lower (resp. upper) CUSUM, on the other hand, gives
a measure of the likelihood of item i’s score for respondents that display some kind
of aberrant responding behavior Armstrong and Shi (2009b, pp. 415–417) defined
pLi (s) and pUi (s) as quadratic functions of pi (s). Tendeiro and Meijer (2012) noted
that this approach has some drawbacks in the parametric IRT setting, and suggested
some improvements that may be extended to the current nonparametric framework.
Which Person-Fit Index Is to Be Preferred in Practice?
Several person-fit indices have been presented up to now. In practice, a researcher
has to decide which index to use. The answer is not straightforward. Each index has
specific features that can make it more suitable in some circumstances than others.
For example, Harnisch and Linn’s C* and van der Flier’s U1 are sensitive to detecting
Guttman errors, that is, seemingly strange response vectors where some easy items
were answered incorrectly but some harder ones were answered correctly. CUSUMs,
on the other hand, are tailored to detecting unusual (local) sequences of item scores.
C* or U1 may be less sensitive to local sequences of unexpected answer behavior
than CUSUM-based statistics. There are many factors that can affect the performance
of a person-fit index, such as the target population, the length of the test, the difficulty
of the items (and the spread of the difficulty across all items), or the proportion of
respondents that display aberrant responding behavior, just to mention a few. Perhaps
the best way for a practitioner to make an educated choice is twofold:
(1) Take into account the type of aberrant response behavior that is expected (e.g.,
random response versus strings of unexpected scores) and the characteristics of
the scale to be used, like mean item discrimination and test length. An index
might perform exceptionally well for a particular scale in a particular popula-
tion, but may be outperformed by others when used in a different setting.
(2) Consider results from simulation studies that compare performances of several
indices. Which indices were shown to perform better under testing conditions
similar to the ones in the practitioner’s setting? Simulation studies typically as-
sess the performance of person-fit indices on (simulated) real life scenarios. The
ability to control the effects of relevant factors on detection and false positive
rates helps comparing indices with each other.
Some simulation studies that compared the performance of several nonparamet-
ric person-fit indices include Karabatsos (2003), Meijer (1994), Meijer et al. (1996),
and Rudner (1983). Rudner (1983) compared the performance of both parametric
and nonparametric indices, which included the person biserial correlation (Donlon
& Fischer, 1968) and C∗. The manipulated factors included test length (I = 45, 80),
type of aberrant behavior (spuriously low and high, where both types of aberrant be-
havior were simulated in each data set), and proportion of items with atypical scores.
C∗ was reported performing consistently better than other nonparametric indices,
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although it was outperformed by some parametric indices. Meijer (1994) compared
the performance of U3, U1, and the nonnormed version of U1. It was concluded that
factors such as item discrimination, type of aberrant behavior (guessing, cheating),
and test length had an effect on the observed detection rates. Moreover, no big dif-
ferences between the three indices were detected across all experiment cells. Meijer
et al. (1996) compared the performances of C, C∗, U3, and its standardized version
in a simulation study. One peculiarity of this study is that data sets in which all
response vectors display aberrant behavior were considered. It was concluded that
C∗ performed similarly to the standardized U3 and better than C, and that detec-
tion rates improved with the increase of test length (I = 17, 33). Karabatsos (2003)
conducted an extensive simulation study involving 36 person-fit indices, 11 of which
were nonparametric. Karabatsos considered five types of aberrant behavior (cheaters,
creative respondents, guessing, careless, and random respondents), four proportions
of respondents that provided aberrant item scores (5%, 10%, 25%, 50%), and three
test lengths (I = 17, 33, 65). Factors such as item discrimination and the proportion
of items with scores displaying aberrant behavior were kept fixed; also, no replica-
tions were considered in each cell of the design. It was concluded that HT was the
best index across factors, considering both the nonparametric and parametric indices
used in the study. Other nonparametric indices that performed well were C, C∗, and
U3. It is interesting to observe that four of the five best performing indices were
nonparametric. It was also found that detection rates tend to deteriorate when the
proportion of aberrant respondents increases in the sample and that detection rates
tend to improve as the test length increases.
A simulation study that further extends our current understanding of the per-
formance of nonparametric person-fit indices was conducted. Most of the person-
fit indices discussed above were used. The combination of nonparametric indices
considered in this study is new. In the simulation study the following topics were
investigated:
(1) The effect of several factors on the performance of each index, namely: test
length, number of items displaying aberrant behavior, number of respondents
displaying aberrant behavior, type of aberrant behavior, and presence of local
sequences of unusual item scores. The rates of both false and true positives
were taken into account.
(2) The correlations with the total test score. Low correlations (in absolute value)
are a good indication that the index measures something different than the total
score. This is positive because the total score, which ignores the individual char-
acteristics of each item, only provides an incomplete picture of the answering
behavior of an examinee. Furthermore, guidelines that help the practitioner to
choose a suitable index in a specific setting are suggested based on the results.
Method
Rupp (2013) conducted a systematic literature review in order to clarify how sim-
ulation studies are usually set up in person-fit research. He discussed the many deci-
sions that one needs to make when designing the study. We closely followed sugges-
tions made by Rupp (2013), namely concerning sample size, test length, distributions
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to sample parameters from, and proportion of respondents/items with imputed aber-
rant behavior.
Scores of N = 1,000 respondents were simulated using the 3PLM (Birnbaum,
1968). Ability parameters were randomly drawn from the standard normal distribu-
tion. Item difficulties were randomly drawn from the standard normal distribution
constrained to the interval (−2.5, 2.5). Guessing parameters were randomly drawn
from uniform distributions in the interval (0, .2).
Item Discrimination
Three intervals of real numbers were independently considered to randomly draw
the item discrimination parameters using the uniform distribution: Interval (.5, 1.5)
reflecting low item discrimination, interval (1.5, 2.5) reflecting high item discrimi-
nation, and interval (.5, 2.5) reflecting a mixture of items with low and high discrim-
ination. The goal was to check whether item discrimination had an effect on the in-
dices’ performance; this was expected to be the case based on previous research (e.g.,
Karabatsos, 2003; Meijer, 1994). Item scores were randomly drawn from the
Bernoulli distribution in which the 3PLM was used to compute the probability of
answering each item correctly, conditional on the respondent’s ability. Perfect re-
sponse vectors (all 0s or all 1s) were discarded and item scores were generated once
more in such a case. The reason was that most indices cannot be computed for perfect
score vectors.
Test Length, Proportion of Respondents, and Items With Aberrant Scores
Three test lengths (I = 15, 25, and 40) were considered in order to find a possible
effect of test length on the performance of the indices. Prior research has shown that
test length has typically a large effect on detection rates (Karabatsos, 2003; Meijer,
1994; Meijer et al., 1996; Rudner, 1983). Test with lengths I = 15, 25, 40 are referred
to as “short,” “moderate,” and “long” tests respectively, in spite of the seemingly lack
of consensus in the literature on this feature (Rupp, 2013). The proportions of respon-
dents for which aberrant scores were simulated (denoted “AbN”) had three levels:
.05, .10, and .25. The proportions of items for which aberrant scores were simulated
(denoted “AbI”) also had three levels: .20, .40, and .50. Detection rates are expected
to increase as AbI increases (e.g., Rudner, 1983). However, the effect of AbN on de-
tection rates reported in the literature is unclear. Meijer (1994) reported an increase
in detection rates when AbI increased from 5.5% to 11%, whereas Karabatsos (2003)
reported comparable detection rates for low to moderate AbI proportions (5%, 10%,
25%) but worse detection rates for large AbI (50%). Therefore, it was not clear what
to expect in the present study.
Aberrant Response Behavior
Two types of aberrant behavior were independently generated: spuriously low and
spuriously high responding. Item scores reflecting spuriously low responding were
generated as follows. A proportion of respondents (.05, .10 or .25) with high ability
and enough 1s (at least 20%, 40%, or 50% of the response vector) was randomly
selected. High ability was defined by theta values above .5, although for some cells
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in the design smaller values had to be used in order to have enough respondents
available. Then, for each selected respondent, the adequate proportion of 1s was ran-
domly chosen and replaced by scores drawn from a Bernoulli distribution with a .2
probability. Hence, 1s were changed to 0s with 80% probability. Item scores reflect-
ing spuriously high responding were similarly generated, with the difference that
respondents had originally low ability (below −.5 with occasional exceptions when
not enough respondents had been selected) and that 0s were randomly chosen and re-
placed by scores drawn from a Bernoulli distribution with a .8 probability. The items
were randomly chosen from the entire response vector, that is, local aberrant behav-
ior was not taken into account at this point. In order to also consider local aberrant
responding (the ideal setting to study the detection rate of the CUSUMs), new data
were generated with the added constraint that the items whose scores needed to be
generated to reflect aberrant behavior should be consecutive.
Three types of data sets were analyzed depending on the types of atypical respon-
dents that were included. Data sets with only spuriously low aberrant respondents,
with only spuriously high aberrant respondents, and with equal proportions of both
low and high aberrant responders (spuriously mixed) were simulated. The first two
types of data are useful to understand how indices perform when one specific type of
aberrant behavior is dominant. The third type of data gives relevant information for
cases in which various types of aberrant behavior are present in the data.
Control limits for each nonparametric person-fit index were estimated using a sep-
arate calibration data set. Scores of 10,000 “normal” respondents (i.e., with no scores
changed to display aberrant behavior) were simulated in the same conditions as de-
scribed above. For each index, appropriate quantiles of the empirical distribution
were computed in each testing condition. A false positive rate of 5% was used in all
cases.
Summarizing, the simulation study consisted of a 3 (item discrimination) × 3 (to-
tal number of items) × 3 (proportion of respondents displaying aberrant behavior)
× 3 (proportion of items displaying aberrant behavior) × 3 (type of aberrant behav-
ior: spuriously low, high, mixed) × 2 (type of data: general, CUSUM) completely
crossed design. The following nonparametric person-fit indices were considered in
our study: C*, U1, U3, HT, PE (only for I = 15), and the lower, upper, and two-sided
CUSUMs proposed by van Krimpen-Stoop and Meijer (2001). The l∗z parametric in-
dex (Snijders, 2001), which is a corrected version of the popular lz (Drasgow, Levine,
& Williams, 1985), was also computed and used for comparison purposes. Each data
set was replicated 100 times. The adequacy of the chosen number of replications
was verified by estimating the asymptotic Monte Carlo errors (MCEs; see for in-
stance Koehler, Brown, & Haneuse, 2009) associated to the detection rate of each
index, across all experiment factors. It was verified that the MCEs for each person-
fit index were never larger than .02. This low error level was deemed adequate for
the intended purposes of this study. Moreover, mean detection (i.e., true positive)
rates, false positive rates, and correlations between person-fit scores and total scores
were averaged across replications. All functions were programmed in R (R version
3.0.1; R Core Team, 2013) and are available from the contacting author upon request.
Also, an R package which includes most of the indices used in this study is currently




It was checked whether empirical Type I error rates were consistent with the nom-
inal 5% error rate. This was indeed the case with the exception of l∗z (about 2%
across all experiment conditions) and HT (about 6% across all experiment condi-
tions). Moreover, to investigate the influence of item discrimination, test length,
proportion of respondents displaying aberrant behavior, and proportion of items
displaying aberrant behavior on the detection rates of each person-fit index, three
(for spuriously low, high, and mixed responding) four-way ANOVAs that included
all main and second-order effects were conducted. Omega-squared effect sizes
were computed and the common thresholds were used (.01, .06, and .14 for small,
medium, and large effect sizes, respectively). All interaction effects had effect sizes
of no practical importance (omega-squared below .03 in all cases). Also, the propor-
tion of respondents displaying aberrant behavior (factor AbN) had no relevant main
effect in all cases, and the proportion of items displaying aberrant behavior (factor
AbI) had no practical effect in the spuriously low responding situation, but did have a
small to medium effect on the spuriously high and mixed cases, as discussed below.
The detection rates associated to the l∗z index also showed a large effect from both
item discrimination and test length, and a medium to large effect of AbI and AbN.
More specific details are provided next.
For all indices the item discrimination factor had a large effect on the detection
rates. Effect sizes were similar for all the Guttman-type indices (omega-squared be-
tween .42 and .43 for spuriously low responding, between .39 and .42 for spuriously
high responding, and between .44 and .46 for the spuriously mixed case). The effect
of item discrimination on detection rates was less strong for the CUSUM indices
and l∗z (omega-squared between .32 and .39 for spuriously low responding, between
.30 and .37 for spuriously high responding, and between .35 and .42 for the spuri-
ously mixed case). Figure 1 further shows that the detection rates increased with the
item discrimination for all indices analyzed (the detection rates are averaged over
all the other factors). The CUSUM indices are associated with low detection rates
(the two-sided CUSUM was the best of the three indices and it is displayed in the
plots). Also the PE and the l∗z indices performed worse than the remaining indices.
The apparent poor performance of the PE index is possibly due to the fact that it was
only assessed for short tests (i.e., when the total number of items equaled 15). The
index that consistently outperformed the other indices is HT.
The test length factor had a large positive effect on the detection rates of all the
Guttman-type indices excluding the PE. The effect for C*, U1, U3, HT was larger
in spuriously low and mixed responding cases (omega-squared between .24 and .28)
than in the case of spuriously high responding (omega-squared between .21 and .25).
The effect for the l∗z index was slightly lower in comparison (.20, .23, and .17 for
spuriously low, mixed, and high responding, respectively). The effect consists of an
increase of the detection rates with the test length, in a much similar way as the effect
of item discrimination plotted in Figure 1.
Factor AbI had a strong effect on the detection rate of spuriously high responding












































































the detection rates increased when AbI increased from 20% to 40%. Increasing AbI
from 40% to 50% had no relevant impact on the detection rates. For the spuriously
mixed case the effect of AbI on detection rates was moderate for all indices (omega-
squared between .05 and .10).
It can therefore be concluded that the HT index performed better than the remain-
ing indices across all test lengths and discrimination levels. For 15 items the PE
seems to be less powerful than the competing indices. The parametric l∗z performed
worse than several nonparametric indices (C*, U1, U3, HT). This result might also
be partly explained by the fact that the empirical Type I error rate associated to l∗z
was lower than the nominal 5% rate, as previously observed. It may also be observed
that AbN had a negative moderate effect on l∗z (omega-squared between .10 and .13),
thus the performance of this index seemed to be negatively affected by increasing
number of aberrant respondents in the sample.
The CUSUM-Type Data
Similarly to the general-type data, both test length and item discrimination had a
large effect on the detection rates. The item discrimination factor had a smaller ef-
fect on the detection rate of the CUSUM indices (omega-squared between .14 and
.18) when compared to the other nonparametric indices (omega-squared between .30
and .37). Figure 2 shows that the detection rate increased with item discrimination.
Although this increase is faster for the Guttman-type indices, the CUSUMs overper-
formed the former. This observation is especially true when detecting spuriously low
aberrant behavior (left panel) and when the items’ discrimination is low to moderate
(in all cases). When items have high discrimination then some nonparametric indices
(in particular HT) perform similarly to the CUSUMs.
It is clear that the lower CUSUM was the most suited index to detect spuriously
low responding whereas the upper CUSUM performed best in the case of spuriously
high responding. The two-sided CUSUM was the best index in the spuriously mixed
condition and it may therefore be used as a compromise when no specific type of
aberrant response behavior is supposed to be predominant. Interesting is that, again,
among the Guttman-type indices, HT is the one that performs best. The fact that HT
performs quite well as item discrimination increases was new to us.
The effect of the test length factor, on the other hand, was particularly strong
using CUSUM indices (omega-squared between .32 and .45) when compared to the
other nonparametric indices (omega-squared between .20 and .27). This finding is in
line with the cumulative feature of a CUSUM: long tests allow accumulating more
evidence of aberrant response behavior when it is present in the data. As before, the
longer the test the larger the detection rate (the plot displaying this effect resembles
Figure 2).
Factor AbI also had a larger effect on the detection rate of the CUSUMs (omega-
squared between .20 and .35) when compared to the other nonparametric indices
(omega-squared between .06 and .20). It was verified that detection rates increased
with the number of items displaying aberrant responding behavior, and that this in-











































































The parametric l∗z performed worse than all other indices except PE. Moreover,
the performance of l∗z deteriorated with the increase of aberrant respondents (omega-
squared between .18 and .28).
This study clearly indicates the usefulness of the nonparametric CUSUM tech-
nique to detecting local aberrant behavior. The other person-fit indices are less prone
to detect this type of behavior. Among the Guttman-type family of indices, the HT is
the one that seems to perform the best.
Comparing Detection Rates With Previous Studies
The detection rates found in this study are comparable to the ones reported in
Rudner (1983). Meijer (1994), Meijer, Molenaar, and Sijtsma (1994), and Meijer
et al. (1996) found higher detection rates. It should be noted, however, that these sim-
ulation studies are based on fundamentally different methodological options (item
difficulties were equally spaced, aberrant behavior was differently inputted, and crit-
ical values were differently estimated).
Correlations With Total Score
Correlations of each person-fit index with the total score on the final data sets,
where aberrant scores have already been inputted, were also analyzed. As discussed
before, low correlations show that the index measures something other than the to-
tal score by taking individual item characteristics into account. Averaging the cor-
relations of each person-fit index with the total score over all research factors and
replications showed that these correlations were typically low, more specifically, be-
low .20 (in absolute value). Only in data sets with highly discriminating items these
correlations increased to .25. The increase of test length was associated with larger
correlations, whereas the increase of AbN was associated with smaller correlations.
Factor AbI did not seem to have an effect on the values of the correlations.
In particular, both HT and the CUSUM indices did not seem to correlate highly
with the total score, hence reinforcing their utility as person-fit tools.
Attempt to Provide Some Guidelines to Practitioners
The large number of person-fit indices in the literature may result in problems
of choosing an appropriate index. On the one hand, each index has its own spe-
cific features that can make it particularly attractive to detect specific types of
aberrant behavior. Our simulation study indeed showed how indices may perform
differently across conditions. This is positive because it allows the researcher to
optimize the detection rates by carefully choosing one (or more) indices. The dis-
advantage is that there is some ambiguity concerning the choice of the best index to
detect a specific type of aberrant behavior, precisely because there are several options
available.
In our opinion there is no simple solution to this quandary. As far as we know,
there are no easy-to-use guidelines in the person-fit literature. Here we will attempt
to fill this gap by providing some useful guidelines. Our choices are based on the
findings from our simulation study that we just reported.
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Some criteria that do not overly help choosing the best person-fit index are the
observed Type I empirical error rates and the low correlations with the total score.
All indices showed similar properties according to each of these criteria. Another cri-
terion that was not considered was the availability of sampling distributions. There
are some asymptotic results for the U3 and the PE indices, but practice showed that
these approximations cannot always be trusted (see Emons et al., 2002 for a thorough
discussion). Using calibration samples and/or resampling techniques to estimate the
sampling distributions (e.g., based on a pilot group) is a possible solution to this lim-
itation (e.g., see Tendeiro et al., 2013, for one possible implementation in practice).
The drawback of this approach is that results might be biased in case data are heavily
affected by the presence of aberrant scores. We expect that this is only problematic
when a large proportion of aberrant response vectors is present in the data. Deriv-
ing sampling distributions from simulated data based on the item characteristics of
the test (using either parametric or nonparametric IRT models) is also a possibil-
ity. Alternatively, one might settle on selecting a prespecified proportion of extreme
person-fit index scores (e.g., for 1% of the sample).
The HT index seemed to perform best in detecting both spuriously low and high
responding for general-type data, closely followed by U3, C*, and U1. These find-
ings are in line with known literature. Karabatsos (2003) also reported HT as the best
among a large family of both nonparametric and parametric indices. Rudner (1983)
identified C* when compared to two other nonparametric indices, and Meijer (1994)
reported similar performances between U1 and U3. Moreover, one of the most inter-
esting results in this study is that HT (followed by U3, C*, and U1) performed well in
detecting sequences of aberrant scores (CUSUM-type data) when item discrimina-
tions were high. HT is almost never used in spite of its good performance in detecting
different types of aberrant response behavior.
Results concerning CUSUM-type data identified the lower,- upper-, and two-sided
CUSUMs as the best indices to detect spuriously low, high, and mixed types of re-
sponding, respectively, especially for scales with items displaying low to moderate
discrimination. These findings are not theoretically unexpected but similar studies
performing comparative analyses of the several CUSUMs under various experiment
conditions are surprisingly absent from the literature.
In practice it is often difficult to know in advance which type(s) of aberrant behav-
ior might be present in the data. The spuriously mixed condition was added to our
simulation study in order to help addressing this problem. The results showed that,
among the Guttman-type indices, HT (followed by U3, C*, and U1) performed best.
The two-sided CUSUM was found to be the best CUSUM index to detect spuriously
mixed responding.
How Can We Use Person-Fit Statistics in an Educational Context?
Finally, we address how the results of our findings can be used in an educational
context. Rupp (2013) provided a framework on how to conduct a person-fit analy-
sis. He distinguished “(1) a statistical detection step and numerical tabulation step,”
in which item score patterns are classified as normal or aberrant using at least one
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powerful person-fit statistic; “(2) a graphical exploration step” in which item re-
sponse patterns are (graphically) displayed; “(3) a quantitative exploration step”
where possible covariates are used to explain aberrant response behavior; and “(4)
a qualitative explanation step,” where interviews and/or think-aloud procedures are
used to explain aberrant response behavior.
Following these steps as much as possible and based on the selection of the statis-
tics provided in the present study, Meijer and Tendeiro (2014) conducted a person-fit
analysis on two sections of a high-stakes test. Based on 4,000 archival item score
patterns they showed that test takers’ score patterns that were classified as misfit-
ting had relatively low scores, which may point at extensive guessing. Although
they did not find different inconsistent test-taking behavior between male and fe-
male test takers, they did find significant differences in person-fit values for test tak-
ers whose first language was not English as compared to other groups of test takers
distinguished by the testing company. This example showed that person-fit indices
provide useful information that may be used to enhance the interpretation of test
scores.
Discussion
In several manuals and guidelines with respect to educational and psychologi-
cal testing it is recommended to check the data quality at the person level (e.g.,
Olson & Fremer, 2013). As discussed in this study, there are different approaches
that can be used to flag response patterns that are inconsistent with respect to the
expected pattern. In this study a number of existing group-based or nonparamet-
ric person-fit indices that can be applied without fitting a parametric IRT model
were presented. Indices that were sensitive to both the number of Guttman errors
as well as to strings of correct and incorrect scores were discussed. The advan-
tage of nonparametric indices is that they are not based on strict model assump-
tions concerning the data and are very easy to calculate. Because from earlier
research it is unclear which indices are most powerful under varying testing con-
ditions, a simulation study was conducted. Indices were compared with respect to
the power to detect misfitting response vectors using simulated data. Some guide-
lines that may help practitioners to choose between the different indices were pro-
vided; these guidelines are based on both the current study as well as on prior re-
search). In general the HT index, followed by U3, C*, and U1, seemed to lead to
the highest power to detect misfitting response vectors for spuriously high, low,
and mixed scoring persons. For strings of 0-scores and 1-scores CUSUM indices
had higher power than Guttman-based indices. Test length, item discrimination,
and proportion of aberrant scores in the response vector had moderate to large ef-
fects on detection power (depending on the experiment condition). The parametric
l∗z index was outperformed by most of the nonparametric indices in the simulation
study.
The main limitation of this study relates to using simulated data. The methodolog-
ical options followed in the study design were chosen as to better approximate real
test settings. It is observed that it would be extremely difficult to conduct a similar
study based on real data because of the lack of control over the various factors of
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interest (such as the proportion of aberrant respondents or the type of misfit). Results
reported in this article may be generalized to real test settings to the extent that the
real testing conditions approximate (some of the) simulated conditions.
Other limitation concerns the decision on the course of action to take in case a
respondent is flagged as (potentially) aberrant. Marking respondents by means of
an extreme value of a person-fit index may not serve as proof that some kind of
aberrant behavior did take place, nor it clarifies which type of aberrant behavior has
been identified. Person-fit indices should be complemented with other sources of
information (e.g., seating charts, video surveillance, or follow-up interviews). A nice
example was given by Meijer et al. (2008).
As a general rule, practitioners are advised to carefully choosing the person-fit in-
dices that best suit their analyses. It is important to acknowledge that different indices
may have a different sensibility to detect aberrant behavior under various testing con-
ditions. Thus, it is recommended that person-fit values always be considered with an
eye toward the complete testing setting.
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